Abstract. The finite element method with nonuniform mesh sizes is employed to approximately solve elliptic boundary value problems in unbounded domains. Consider the following model problem:
<-duR 1 -A«Ä = / in Q%, uR = g on 3Í2, -=-+ -uR = 0 on TR.
This problem is then solved approximately by the finite element method, resulting in an approximate solution uR for each h > 0. In order to obtain a reasonably small error for u -«¿ « (u -uR) + (uR -uj}), it is necessary to make R large. This necessitates the solution of a large number of linear equations, so that this method is often not very good when a uniform mesh size h is employed. It is shown that a nonuniform mesh may be introduced in such a way that optimal error estimates hold and the number of equations is bounded by Ch'3 with C independent of h and R.
1. Introduction. The finite element method has been studied extensively in connection with elliptic boundary value problems on bounded domains; see,e.g., [l] - [3] and the references cited there. In particular, it has been shown that optimal error estimates hold under suitable assumptions on the differential operator and the finite element subspace. It is the purpose of this paper to show that, by employing the finite element method with an appropriately graded mesh near infinity, analogous results hold for unbounded domains.
We consider the following model problem:
(1.1) -Am = / in fic, u = g on 9ß and -+ -u = oí-I as r = |x| -» oo, where ßc is the complement in Ä3 (three-dimensional Euclidean space) of a bounded domain ñ with smooth boundary 3ß, / and g are smooth functions, and / has bounded support. We shall approximate this problem by introducing a sphere TR of sufficiently large radius R, as well as an approximate boundary condition on this sphere. We denote the region bounded by 8ñ and TR by flÄ and replace problem (1.1) by / v 9"jf 1 (1.2) -AuR = / in fiÄ, uR = g on 8fi and --I--uR = 0 on TR.
Problem (1.2) may be approximately solved using the finite element method, resulting in an approximate solution uR for each h > 0. In order to obtain a suitable estimate for u -uR = (u -uR) + (uR -uR), where u and uR satisfy (1.1) and (1.2), respectively, it will be necessary to make R large. In the usual finite element formulation with a uniform mesh size h, this results in an excessively large number of linear equations. We shall overcome this difficulty by grading the mesh systematically in such a way that the element mesh sizes become larger as the distance of the element from the origin increases. It will be proved that optimal error estimates for u -uR hold (in the sense to be described in Section 3), while the number of equations is bounded by Ch~3 with C independent of h and R. The results will follow by combining certain rates of decay estimates for the derivatives of m with approximation theory.
We now outline the remainder of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce our notation and describe the boundary value problems under consideration, as well as a variational formulation of problem (1.2). The main result of Section 2 is an estimate for u -uR in both the energy norm and the L2 norm. In Section 3, we describe the finite element method for solving problem (1.2) and obtain an estimate for uR -uR in the energy norm when a uniform mesh size is employed. We shall see that this yields a suboptimal error estimate for u -uR. In Section 4, we describe the mesh grading technique and obtain an optimal error estimate for m -uR in the energy norm. In Section 5, we obtain an optimal error estimate in the L2 norm. The main results of the paper are embodied in Theorems 4.1 and 5.1.
For other references, treating problems in unbounded domains using the finite element method, see [2, pp. 276-280] and [4] [5] [6] , as well as additional references cited there. The mesh grading technique has been employed in [7] [8] [9] [10] to treat domains with corners.
2. The Boundary Value Problems. In this section, we shall investigate problems (1.1) and (1.2). We begin by defining some notation and formulating the given problem on an unbounded domain in R 3. We shall then formulate an approximate problem on a bounded domain and establish estimates for the difference between the solutions of these two problems.
We shall employ the usual notation for Sobolev spaces. In particular, suppose that M is a nonnegative integer and B is a subset of R3. (We shall obtain our results in Ä3 although the arguments carry over to jR2 in a straightforward manner.) Set M*-w-( 2 \\Dua\\2LHB)) \U\\H"<B) = I 2 \u\2H\B)\ » where a = (ax, a2, at3) with each integer a-> 0, |a| = 2j_iC6, and D" denotes the weak derivative of the real-valued function u. Thus, | \H»tB) defines a seminorm, whereas \H"(B) defines a norm. Set HM(B) = {u:
i //"m < oo}. An arbitrary point in R3 will be denoted by x = (x" x2, x3) in Cartesian coordinates. We shall also employ spherical polar coordinates, (r, w, 9), defined by x, = r sin 9 cos w, x2 = r sin 0 sin w, and x3 = r cos 0. We next define our boundary value problem as follows. Let fi denote a bounded domain in R3 with C°° boundary 3fl. Denote the complement of ñ = ñ u 3fl by fíc. We shall also require the sets SR and ßÄ given by SR = {x: \x\ < R) and fiÄ = ßc n SÄ. Suppose that g E C°°(3fi), / E C°°(flc), and/ has bounded support. (For the sake of simplicity, we are assuming more smoothness of /, g and, 3ñ than necessary.) Throughout the paper, we shall assume that R is sufficiently large that ÜcSj and supp(/) c ßR. Our aim is to solve the boundary value problem given by (1.1). (The results and arguments of this paper go through without essential change if the Dirichlet boundary condition on 3Q is replaced by the Neumann condition.)
It suffices to consider the following boundary value problem:
(2.1) -Am = / inflc, m = 0 on 3ß and -r-+ -u = ol -J asr-*oo.
To obtain (2.1) from (1.1), we observe that g may be extended to a smooth function G with bounded support. If v satisfies (1.1), we set u = v -G and observe that u satisfies (2.1) with / replaced by / + AG. We now establish some important properties of the solution u of (2.1) that will be useful throughout this paper.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that u E C°°(ñc) satisfies (2.1). Then for r = |x| sufficiently large and each multi-index a, we have
and (c) Dy(x) = 2 r"+\"\ l0>WI2<7¿L7(Í|Sf^+¿l/l24
The constant C is independent of r and u.
Note that we shall often use the same letter C to denote different constants when there is no danger of confusion.
Proof, (a) We may apply (2.1) and integration by parts to see that where p = |x -x'|, x' = (r', w', 9'), and n' is the outward directed normal to 3ß at the point x'. It may be seen (as, e.g., in [11] ) that
Here \(/ is the angle between the rays joining x and x' to the origin, so that cos t/> = cos 9 cos 9' + sin 9 sin 9' cos(w -«'). Since / has bounded support, we readily obtain (a) using (2.2) and (2.3).
(b) It is clear that we may differentiate under the integral sign in (2.2). Hence, (b) follows from (2.2), (2.3), and the Schwarz inequality.
(c) We again apply (2.2), (2.3), and the Schwarz inequality to see that (c) holds.
Q.E.D.
We next establish the well-posedness of problem (2.1).
Lemma 2.2. There exists a unique solution u E C°°(ßc) of problem (2.1).
Proof. The existence of a solution u of (2.1) is well known and may be established using the method of integral equations; see, e.g., [12] and the references cited there. The smoothness of u follows from the smoothness of / and 3ß using standard regularity theory for elliptic differential equations, [13] . The uniqueness of m may be established as follows. Suppose that/ = 0 in (2.1) and apply integration by parts on ßÄ with R large to obtain: O = f -uAu dx = f | Vm|2 dx -(f) u-^-It follows from Lemma 2.1(a) that ds.
<->-«#) -*£M£) as r -» oo.
Hence, we may let R -* oo to see that /nc| Vm|2 dx = 0. Thus, m is a constant in ßc and m = 0(l/r) as r -» oo, so that u = 0 in ßc. We have thus proved uniqueness.
Note. Even if / E C °°(ßc), u(x) is still infinitely differentiable outside of the support of/.
As we indicated earlier, we shall not approximate the solution of (2.1) directly but instead shall introduce an intermediate problem on a bounded domain. We thus consider the following problem:
-A* = / in ßfi, uT = 0 on 3ß, -^ + -uR = 0 on dSR.
In view of the last equation in (2.4), it follows from Lemma 2.1(c) that
Our main goal in this section is to establish mean-square estimates for u -uR and V(m -uR) over ÜR. First, however, we prove that problem (2.4) is well posed. Proof, (a) It follows from (2.1), (2.4), and (2.7) that (2.8) -6 e2Rdsx = -6 eR-^dsx+6 eRwR dsx.
• K JdSR JdSR 0r JdSR
We apply the Schwarz inequality and Lemma 2.1(c) to the last term in ( Since | Vr| = 1, we deduce f e2dx= f \V(reR)\2dx -f r2\VeR\2dx -f 2reRVr-VeR dx Ja* JaR Jqr JaR < ( \V(reR)\2dx + ± f e2Rdx+c[ r2\VeR\2dx.
JaR JaR Jqr
Using (a), we obtain
Ja" ¿a,, R y m on JQr J Combining (2.11) and (2.12), we see that
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We next estimate the last term in (2.13). We apply integration by parts to obtain (2.14)
To estimate the last term on the right, we observe that r = R on dSR and we employ (2.8), (2.9), and (a) to conclude that 6 reR^-(reR) dsx =\(f) lre2R + r2eR-^) ds\ = 6 R2eRwR dsx (2.15) \{&^lf*\ Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ß c Sx and supp(/) c 5,. Let x denote a cutoff function satisfying the following conditions: x e C°°(ßc), X = 1 in a neighborhood of 3ß and x = 0 in a neighborhood of dSx. Set ß, = ßc n S,. Since x« = 0 on 3ß and on 35" we may employ (2.1), the theory of elliptic differential equations and the triangle inequality, to deduce
Since m = 0 on 3ß, it follows that ( \u\2dx <c( \Vu\2dx Ja. Jn.
'a (see, e.g., [2] ). We thus obtain 2 (2.18) 6 \~ dsx < c( f \Vu\2dx + ( f2dx).
•'aal an W Jac } Now suppose that Rq is a fixed large positive number and uR satisfies (2.4) with R replaced by R0. Choosing R0 sufficiently large, we may apply Lemma 2.5(a) to obtain (2.19) / \V(u-uR)\2dx<-^-U \^;2dsx+f f2 dx), JaRo R¿ Vm on JQc J with C independent of R0. Again, employing elliptic regularity theory, we see that
Combining (2.18)-(2.20), we conclude that
where KR depends on R0 but C is independent of Rq. We now choose Rq = 2C to obtain the lemma. Q.E.D.
We may now combine Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 to immediately deduce the main result of this section. Theorem 2.1. Suppose that R is sufficiently large and that u and uR satisfy (2.1) and (2.4), respectively. Then there exists a constant C, independent of R and u, such
iiR iiR Remark 2.1. There has recently been developed, [14] , a hierarchy of approximate boundary conditions at infinity for calculating the solution of problems such as (2.1). The construction of these boundary conditions is based on the series expansion for u given in Lemma 2.1(a). The first boundary condition in this hierarchy is given by 3M/3r + u/r = 0 on dSR and corresponds to the outer boundary condition in problem (2.4). The arguments of this paper appear to be applicable to higher order boundary conditions as well, although this will not be considered here.
We also observe that the following error estimate was proved in [14] :
where C is independent of R. The proof of (2.22) is based on a version of the maximum principle dealing with impedence boundary conditions. Since we are analyzing the finite element method, which is based on a variational principle, the mean-square and energy estimates of Theorem 2.1 are more appropriate to the purposes of this paper.
3. The Finite Element Method. In this section we shall construct an approximate solution MjJ of (2.4) using the finite element method with element mesh size of order 0(h) on ßÄ. We begin by considering a discretized version of the variational problem in Section 2, obtained by replacing Hj¿ by a finite-dimensional subspace. We shall then describe the finite element method and estimate the error ||m -ur\\he, where u satisfies the original problem (2.1). We shall see that this error estimate is suboptimal, thus motivating the last two sections of the paper.
We begin with the following result. The proof of Lemma 3.1 follows easily from Lemma 2.4(a) using the fact that ûR is the projection of uR onto M with respect to the inner product defined by aR(, ); see, e.g., [2] or [3] . We now describe how the finite element method may be employed to approximately solve problem (2.4). We begin by replacing i// by a one parameter family of finite-dimensional subspaces Sh, defined for each h E (0, oo). The subspaces Sh are typically obtained by subdividing ßÄ into simple subsets (elements), denoted by th, with diameter of order 0(h). Sh may then be defined as the subspace of HR consisting of all continuous functions vh such that the restriction of vh to each element th belongs to some appropriate class of functions, denoted by F. For example, F may consist of all polynomials of degree less than K in a convenient coordinate system for a fixed integer K not less than 2.
Using Lemma 3.1, we may now define the finite element approximation uR E Sh to the solution of problem (2.4) as the unique solution of (3.2) aR(uhR, vh) = (/, v") Ve* ES*.
We shall require certain approximation properties of our finite element spaces. Specifically, we assume that inf f \V(v -x)|2 dx < Ch^-2\v\2H,m There is another condition, typically satisfied by finite element subspaces, that will be useful throughout this paper. Let ß' denote an arbitrary subset of ßÄ. Set Sj*^ = {x E Sh: x(x) = 0 for x E ß'} and denote the orthogonal complement of Sa by S& = Sh -Sq. . We assume that there exist constants, C, and C2, independent of A E (0, 1] and ß', such that (3.4) Cxh~3 meas(ß') < dim(S¿) < C2h~3 meas(ß').
Here meas(ß') denotes the measure of ß' and dim(5^) denotes the dimension of the finite-dimensional subspace S&. Remark 3.1. We observe that since S* c H%, functions in Sh must vanish on 3ß. This will cause problems, in general, when 3ß does not have a simple shape. (The boundary condition on dSR is natural. Hence, no boundary condition needs to be imposed on 35Ä.) Methods have been developed for overcoming the difficulties associated with essential boundary conditions; see [1] or [2] . For example, 3ß may be approximated by surfaces with simple shapes or the finite element method may be generalized. These techniques for treating essential boundary conditions on 3ß will not affect the arguments of this paper. For the sake of simplicity, we shall consider the usual finite element formulation described above. See [l]- [3] for more detailed descriptions of the finite element method.
We next estimate the error u -uR in the energy norm. Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 hold with M replaced by Sj* for h E (0, 1], condition (3.3) holds with K > 2, and u satisfies (2.1). Then there exists a unique solution uR E Sh of (3.2) and a constant C, independent of u, h, and R, such that (3.5) y« -«IH^ < C(R-3/2\\f\\LHQc) + h*-l\u\HK{aK)).
Proof. We may apply Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.1(a) to see that there exists a unique solution uR E Sh of (3.2) such that II» -«¿11/// < II" -"«11/// + 11«* -«¿II/// < CR-^WfW^c, + inf \\uR -x||"/ < 2C/r3/2||/||L2(ac) + inf IIm-xII///. xes* Combining this estimate with (3.3), we have proved the theorem. Q.E.D.
We may obtain an L2 estimate for u -uR in an analogous fashion using Theorem 2.1 and a duality argument. We postpone the details of this argument until Section 5 since both the energy and L2 estimates are suboptimal when a uniform mesh size is employed, as in this section. We shall demonstrate the suboptimality of estimate (3.5) as follows. First observe from (3.5) that in order to obtain the estimate (3.6) ||m -«*|| , < ChK~\ it suffices to make R sufficiently large that (3.7) R-3/2 = hK~l.
Estimate (3.6) does not tell the whole story since the number of equations to be solved to obtain uR is expressed in terms of dim(5*). We define a new parameter H by (3.8) H = (dim(S*))"1/3.
H is often taken as the relèvent parameter to measure convergence when using the finite element method; see [1] . In view of assumption (3.4), we see that
It follows from (3.7) that R = h'**'I)/3. Hence we see, using (3.8) and (3.9) , that and [4] for a problem similar to (3.11).
We shall refer to the following estimates as optimal for problems in unbounded domains: (3.12) ||« -«*||Ä/ < CHK-\ and (3.13) ||u -m*||LHB) < CHK, where B is a fixed bounded subset of ßc. (For problems on bounded domains, optimality is generally defined by estimates such as (3.12) and (3.13).) We see from Corollary 3.1 that the energy estimate is considerably weaker than optimal for problem (2.1). It may also be readily seen that L2 estimates are suboptimal when uniform mesh sizes are employed. We shall show in Sections 4 and 5 that the optimal estimates (3.12) and (3.13), respectively, hold when the mesh is graded systematically in such a way that the mesh sizes of elements "near infinity" become large. 4 . Energy Estimates. It is our purpose, in this section, to prove an optimal energy estimate of the form (3.12). We shall accomplish this by replacing the family of finite element spaces S*, described in Section 3, by a new family of spaces Sh obtained by a mesh grading process to be described below. We begin by constructing the family of spaces 5* in such a way that the following approximation estimate holds:
where H is defined by (3.8) and u satisfies (2.1). We shall then combine this with the results of Sections 2 and 3 to obtain our optimal error estimate. At the end of the section we shall illustrate the mesh grading process with respect to a specific example.
To begin with, suppose that we have a family of finite element spaces S* c /// satisfying conditions (3.3) and (3.4) for each h E (0, oo). Hence, in particular, we assume that QR is partitioned into a union of elements /* with diameter of order 0(h). Functions in Sh are continuous and are such that their restriction to each /* belongs to a simple class of functions, denoted by F, as described in Section 3. We now define a new subspace Sh c HR by systematically increasing the mesh sizes of elements as their distance from the origin increases in such a way that estimate (4.1) will hold.
To be precise, we define Sj = (x: 2J~X < \x\ < 2>), / = 1, 2, . . . , JR, with JR to be specified below. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ß and the support of / are contained in the unit sphere. Set ßj* = 5, n ßÄ, j = 1,2,..., JR, and QR = ßÄ -U/ifißf • We may obtain a new partition of ßÄ by assuming that elements t^ in each annular region ßj* have diameter of order 0(hf), with hj to be determined shortly,/ = 0, 1, . . . , JR. We now define S* to consist of those continuous functions x E H% such that x restricted to each t^ belongs to F. In order to satisfy (4.1), we determine the parameters A-as follows. Using where C is independent of A,, u, and R. We shall next apply Lemma 2.1. For the sake of simplicity, we assume in the remainder of this paper that Lemma 2.1 holds for r -\x\ > 1. We employ Lemma 2.1(b) to see that (4.3) |«l|*(of) < c//"2(Ar+1) dx < C2-*2*-1».
In view of (4.2) and (4.3), we wish to choose A. such that (4.4) A2*-22-<2*-,*'<A2*-2.
Hence, we set (4.5) A0 = A and A, = 2KJh with 1 < K' < K~ l\ J = 1, 2, . . ., JR.
K. 1
We next choose J'R so that 2Jr = R. For the reasons given in Section 3, we define R by (3.7). We thus have (4.8) 2J" =2"R, 0 < a < 1. Combining (4.5), (4.6), and (4.8), we readily deduce (4.9) hjR < R for A sufficiently small. We now let x denote the function in Sh such that x> restricted to ß*, is equal to Xj, where x, satisfies (4. where A is sufficiently small and the constant C2 is independent of A. In view of (3.4) and (4.5), we also readily obtain we combine (4.10) and (4.13) to conclude that (4.1) holds.
We next apply Lemma 3.1 to obtain a unique function üR E 5* satisfying (4.14) aR(ü^, vh) = (/, v") Vu* E 5*.
Applying the triangle inequality, Theorem 2.1(a), and Lemma 3.1, we see that II« -"¿11/// < II" -«*ll/// + II«* -«¿11/// < CR-3'2 + inf \\uR -xlU/ < CR-3'2 + inf ||m -xl|w/.
xes* xe5* Finally, we combine (4.1), (4.6), and (4.13) with (4.15) to obtain the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that SH is the subspace of HR defined above with R = A"2(A:"I)/3, u satisfies (2.1), and üR satisfies (4.14). Then there exists an A0 E (0, 1] ímcA that, for A E (0, A0], we have \\u-ühR\\ff*<CHK-\ where C is independent of A and H is defined by (3.8).
Remark 4.1. Observe that we assumed R and A to be related by (4.6) in order to obtain an optimal error estimate for u -üR. However, the mesh grading process was defined independently of R. The main feature of this process is embodied in the following estimate: diam(T) < hd(K~ '/2>/<*-» on each annulus Of, where d is the distance of the element t from the origin. Note that if the mesh size is roughly doubled on successive annuli, so that A, = 2% then dim(5*) = (9(A-3|log A |) instead of 0(A"3).
Remark 4.2. The results of this paper may be extended in various directions. For example, these methods may be applied to problems in scattering theory by replacing the Laplace operator by the Helmholtz operator, given by -A -K2. In this case, the condition at infinity is replaced by a suitable radiation condition. There are, however, certain technical difficulties associated with the indefiniteness of the relèvent bilinear form. We may also treat variable coefficient perturbations of the Laplace and Helmholtz operators by the present methods, provided the perturbations have bounded support. In a subsequent publication, we shall deal with these and other extensions of the present results (such as L00 error estimates). Finally, we mention that numerical computations demonstrating the theoretical results of this paper will appear elsewhere. Example 4.1. In order to clarify the finite element method described above, we consider an axially symmetric problem in the exterior of the sphere ß = (x: |x| <\). Using spherical polar coordinates and the axial symmetry, we may replace ßÄ = {x: ^ < |x| < Ä } by the following two-dimensional domain: ÙR = {(r, 9): \<r < R, 0 <9 < it).
The solution uR of problem (2.4) now satisfies the following boundary conditions on dÛR : 1 3m" 1 3m" uR = 0 on r = -, -r^ + -«^, = 0 on r = R, and -^ = 0 at 9 = 0, it.
or R ou
The last condition is due to the axial symmetry. The differential operator -A as well as the bilinear form aR(, ) are readily expressed in polar coordinates.
We now construct a finite element space Sh consisting of piecewise linear functions defined on ÛR. We first partition ÛR into triangles of maximum diameter A, as shown in Figure 4 .1, taking a uniform mesh spacing in the r and 9 directions. Next, let Sh consist of all functions x(r, 9), defined on ÛR, satisfying the following conditions:
(i) x is continuous on ßÄ, (ii) x is linear on each triangle, and (iii)X = 0onr=5.
The space Sh may be constructed using a nodal basis of Lagrange type in the usual way; see, e.g., [2] or [3] . It may be readily seen that Sh satisfies (3.3) (with K = 2) and (3.4). In Figure 4 .1, we set hr = A0 = 2~3 and hB = -n/10. We next define a new finite element space S* in accordance with the mesh grading procedure described above; see Figure 4 .2. For simplicity, suppose that suppig C {x: |x| < 1}. We set ß* = {x: \ < |x| < 1}, ßf = {x: 2J~X < \x\ < 2'/},/ = 1,2, ... ,JR,he = 77-/10, and A0 = 2"3. We increase the mesh size in the r direction as described above. Hence, we set hJr = 237/2A",/ = 0, 1, . . . , JR. Using (4.6) and (4.7), respectively, we set R = 22 and JR = 2. Functions in Sh are now defined with respect to this partition in the same manner as functions in Sh. 5. L2 Estimates. In this section, we shall establish the following optimal meansquare error estimate:
where B is a bounded subset of ßc and üR is defined by (4.14). Note that u, H, and K are. defined as before. We first show that, by combining the results of Sections 2 and 3 with a duality argument, we may reduce our mean-square estimate to an approximation estimate. We shall then show that the mesh grading process described in Section 4 yields our optimal mean-square error estimate. We may assume without loss of generality that ß and the support of / are contained in the unit sphere and Lemma 2.1 holds for r > 1. In order to obtain estimate (5.1) we shall require the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that B is a bounded subset of ßc, R is sufficiently large, uR satisfies (2.4), aR( , ) and /// are defined by (2.6), M is a finite-dimensional subspace of HR, and ûR E M satisfies the equation Hence, we may apply the Schwarz inequality to obtain (5.5) \(uR -ÛR, *)| < ||M--mä|U/ inf^ll^ -^HHif.
Finally, we may employ Lemma 3.1(b), (5.4), and (5.5) to obtain the lemma.
We next apply Lemma 2.5(b) and Lemma 5.1 to the family of finite element spaces Sh defined in Section 4. Hence, we assume that hj < 2KJh,j = 0, 1, . . . , JR, with K' defined in (4.5). Now we make the additional assumption that each A, < R. Set (5.6) /T,/2 = A*.
The integer JR may be calculated as in Section 4 using (5.6). We thus obtain Jr = [log2(l/h)2K] + 1. It also follows, as in Section 4, that dim(i*) = 0(A"3) for A sufficiently small.
We recall that üR is defined as the unique solution of Eq. (4.14). Using the triangle inequality, we obtain II" -ÛrÏÏlHB) < II« -«Ä II/.*(«) + ||«j, -M¿||£2(B).
We thus see, from Lemma 2.5(b) and (5.6), that (5.7) y m -a&Unm < CRl/2 + II"* -ühR\\LHB) <chK + \\uR-ü^\\lHB).
We next apply Lemma 5.1, with M replaced by Sh, to the last term in (5.7). In view of this, our goal is to prove the following two estimates: 
